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Abstract—Cooperative diversity techniques can improve the transmission rate and reliability of wireless networks. For systems employing such diversity techniques in slow-fading channels, outage probability and outage capacity are important performance measures. Existing studies have derived approximate expressions for these performance measures in different scenarios. In this paper, we derive the exact expressions for outage probabilities and outage capacities of three proactive cooperative diversity schemes that select a best relay from a set of relays to forward the information. The derived expressions are valid for arbitrary network topology and operating signal-to-noise ratio, and serve as a useful tool for network design.
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I. INTRODUCTION

VARIOUS cooperative diversity schemes have been explored in the literature. These schemes use one or more relay nodes to forward signals transmitted from the source node to the destination node. The relay nodes can forward signals with a decode-and-forward (DF) or amplify-and-forward (AF) strategy. Here, we focus on DF, where each relay node fully decodes, re-encodes, and retransmits the source messages. For DF relay networks, [1]–[3] consider single relay transmission, while [4]–[6] exploit the possibility of using multiple relay nodes. To reduce the required overhead from using multiple relay nodes, a single best relay can be selected among multiple relays [7]–[13]. Such relay selection can be either proactive (i.e., before source data transmission) or reactive (i.e., after source data transmission) [8], [9], [11] or proactive (i.e., after source data transmission) [12], [13].

For DF relaying in slow-fading channels, outage probability and outage capacity are important performance measures. However, it is often difficult to derive closed-form expressions of these measures, and, as a result, many approximations have been made in the literature [1]–[6]. For the single-relay case, upper bounds of the outage capacities were examined for different protocols in [1]. For the single-relay case with collisions, approximations of the outage probabilities were provided in [2] for a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and in [3] for a low SNR. For the multiple-relay case without relay selection, outage probabilities for schemes with maximum ratio combining (MRC) were derived in [4], [5], and for a simplified scheme in [6]. Three important schemes for proactive relay selection from multiple relays were considered in [8], [9], [11]. First, in [8], the outage probability is derived for the opportunistic cooperative diversity scheme without MRC at the destination, referred to as fixed selective decode-and-forward (FSDF) without direct link combining. Second, a similar scheme with MRC at the destination to combine signals from the selected relay and the source, referred to as FSDF with direct link combining, was evaluated in terms of outage probability in the high SNR regime [9], and later in the low and medium SNR regimes [10]. Finally, a scheme that uses a relay only when it is beneficial, was proposed and evaluated numerically in terms of outage capacity in [11]. This scheme is referred to as smart selective decode-and-forward (SSDF).

In this paper, we will evaluate outage capacity and outage probability for FSDF with and without direct link combining, as well as SSDF. Instead of relying on an asymptotic analysis or an approximation, we derive the exact outage probabilities and outage capacities. The obtained results are simple, exact, and applicable to arbitrary network topology and operational SNR under Rayleigh fading. From the derived expressions, we obtain insight into the design of practical relay networks.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the network and channel model. We then detail the three relaying schemes, and discuss implementation trade-offs in Section III. In Section IV, we present the outage analysis of the selective relaying schemes, and present numerical results in Section V. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section VI.

1For consistency, we will discard the aggregate power constraint from [8].
II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a wireless relay network consisting of 2 + K single-antenna nodes: a source node S, a destination node D, and K relay nodes. The topology of the relay network is arbitrary but deterministic and static. Without loss of generality, the distance between the source and the destination nodes is normalized to one unit. The source node can transmit information to the destination node directly, or transmit information to the destination node via a relay. The relays operate in DF mode, whereby a single relay is selected proactively to forward the information. The use of relays results in a distribution of the transmission time into two slots: the first slot for the transmission from the source and the second slot for the transmission from the relay.

We consider Rayleigh frequency-flat fading with the coherence time that is long enough for the system to completely transmitting a block of data. The model for the received signal and the channel for a link between any pair of nodes i and j is given by

\[ y_j = h_{ij} x_i + n_j, \]  

where \( x_i \) is the signal transmitted by node \( i \), \( h_{ij} \sim \mathcal{CN}(0, \Omega_{ij}) \) is the complex channel gain over the link \( i \rightarrow j \), \( n_j \sim \mathcal{CN}(0, N_0) \) is additive white Gaussian noise at node \( j \). The channel gains, noise, and transmitted signals are independent. The channel gain \( h_{ij} \) captures the effects of fading as well as path loss by setting \( \Omega_{ij} = d_{ij}^{-\alpha} \), where \( d_{ij} \) denotes the distance between node \( i \) and node \( j \), and \( \alpha \) is the path loss exponent. We denote the channel from \( S \) to the \( k \)th relay by \( h_{B,k} \), and the channel from the \( k \)th relay to \( D \) by \( h_{F,k} \).

Every node \( i \) transmits with the same average transmit signal power \( P = E \{ |x_i|^2 \} \). Finally, we define SNR as the average signal-to-noise ratio from the source node to the destination node, given by

\[ \text{SNR} \triangleq \frac{P}{N_0 W}. \]  

where \( W \) is the transmission bandwidth. Hence, the average signal-to-noise ratio from node \( i \) to node \( j \) can be written as \( \text{SNR}/d_{ij}^\alpha \).

III. RELAYING SCHEMES: DESCRIPTION AND IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we will describe how proactive relay selection occurs, and how it can be implemented for three selective relaying schemes: FSDF with direct link combining; FSDF without direct link combining; and SSDF. Relays are selected so as to maximize the instantaneous mutual information, as is detailed below. As a benchmark, we note that when the source node transmits the signals directly to the destination node, the maximum mutual information (between \( y_D \) and \( x_S \)), conditioned on the instantaneous channel, is given by

\[ R_{DC} = \log_2 (1 + |h_{SD}|^2 \text{SNR}). \]  

We refer to \( |h_{SD}|^2 \text{SNR} \) as the instantaneous SNR between the source and destination.

A. FSDF with Direct Link Combining

This scheme optimally selects one relay to decode. If the decoding fails, the transmission is declared unsuccessful. If the decoding succeeds, the relay forwards the information to the destination node. The destination combines the signals from both the source and the destination nodes using MRC. Thus, the maximum instantaneous end-to-end mutual information is given by

\[ R_{\text{FSDF-direct}} = \max_{k \in \mathcal{K}} \min \{ R_{B,k}, R_{\text{MRC},k} \}, \]  

where \( \mathcal{K} = \{1, 2, \ldots, K\} \) denotes the set of relay nodes, and

\[ R_{B,k} = \frac{1}{2} \log_2 (1 + |h_{B,k}|^2 \text{SNR}), \]  

\[ R_{\text{MRC},k} = \frac{1}{2} \log_2 (1 + (|h_{SD}|^2 + |h_{F,k}|^2) \text{SNR}). \]  

Note that the factor of 1/2 in (5) accounts for the fact that the transmission occurs over two time slots. The relay that gives rise to the maximum in (4) is the selected relay.

B. FSDF without Direct Link Combining

This scheme is similar to the previous scheme, except there is no direct link. Hence, the maximum instantaneous end-to-end mutual information is given by

\[ R_{\text{FSDF-nodirect}} = \max_{k \in \mathcal{K}} \min \{ R_{B,k}, R_{F,k} \}, \]  

where \( R_{B,k} \) was defined in (5) and

\[ R_{F,k} = \frac{1}{2} \log_2 (1 + (|h_{F,k}|^2) \text{SNR}). \]  

C. SSDF

Dividing the transmission time into two slots results in a rate loss (i.e., the factor 1/2 in (5) and (7)), which may offset the benefit of using a relay. The SSDF scheme is similar to the FSDF scheme with direct link combining, but will not use a relay when direct communication gives a larger instantaneous mutual information. Thus, the maximum instantaneous end-to-end mutual information is given by

\[ R_{\text{SSDF}} = \max \{ R_{\text{FSDF-direct}}, R_{DC} \}. \]

D. Implementation

The relay selection procedure in the three relaying schemes relies on the instantaneous channel state information (CSI). In related works, the implementation of FSDF without direct link combining is described in [14]; FSDF with direct link combining and SSDF are described conceptually in [9], [11]. Here, we will describe how CSI may be obtained, and how relay selection can be performed in a distributed manner. Recall that the channel remains static during the relay selection procedure and the data communication. Also, recall that the data communication occurs at a certain rate \( R \), after the relay selection procedure. We will focus on FSDF with direct link combining and SSDF. The initial five steps are the same for both schemes.

1) The source transmits a training sequence. All relays and the destination estimate the CSI and the instantaneous SNR from the source to themselves.
2) The destination broadcasts a training sequence. All relays estimate the CSI and the instantaneous SNR between themselves and the destination.

3) The destination broadcasts the instantaneous SNR between the source and the destination, $|h_{SD}|^2SNR$. All relays receive this information.

4) Every relay $k$ can now compute $\min\{R_{B,k}, R_{MRC,k}\}$, based on the available CSI and instantaneous SNR information. Every relay $k$ now sets a timer and remains silent for the duration inversely proportional to $\min\{R_{B,k}, R_{MRC,k}\}$.

5) The relay whose timer expires first will broadcast a signal to the other relays, indicating that they can go to a sleep mode for the rest of the current transmission period. The source also receives this broadcast.

**FSDF with direct link combining:**

6) The source transmits the data message in the first time slot at rate $R$. Both the destination and the selected relay, say relay $k$, listen. If $R > R_{B,k}$, an outage occurs, and the data transmission is unsuccessful. If $R < R_{B,k}$, the relay can decode and forward the message in the second time slot at rate $R$.

7) The destination performs MRC of the information from the first and second time slot. If $R > R_{MRC,k}$, an outage occurs, and the data transmission is unsuccessful. Otherwise, the destination can decode the message and the data transmission is successful.

**SSDF:**

6) The selected relay compares $R_{FSDF-direct}$ with $R_{DC}$. The relay then notifies the source whether or not relaying should occur. If $R_{DC} > R_{FSDF-direct}$, the relay then goes to the sleep mode.

7) The source transmits the data message at rate $R$ using either one slot (when relaying is used) or two slots (when direct communication is used). In the latter case, an outage occurs when $R > R_{DC}$.

### IV. OUTAGE ANALYSIS

In this section, we determine the outage probability (the probability that an outage occurs for a given rate $R$) and the outage capacity (the rate that can be supported if outages are allowed to occur with probability $\varepsilon$) of the three relaying schemes. We first note that for direct communication at a rate $R$ and an average signal-to-noise ratio $SNR$, the outage probability is given by [15, pp. 220, eq. (5.57)]

$$p_{out}^{DC}(R, SNR) = 1 - \exp \left( -d_{SD}^2 \left( \frac{2R - 1}{SNR} \right) \right),$$

and the outage capacity at an outage probability of $\varepsilon$ is

$$C_{\varepsilon}^{DC} = \log_2 \left( 1 + SNR \ln \left( \frac{1}{1 - \varepsilon} \right) \right).$$

#### A. FSDF with Direct Link Combining

The outage probability for the FSDF scheme with direct link combining is

$$p_{out}^{FSDF-direct}(R, SNR) = 1 + \sum_{\ell=1}^{K} \sum_{S \subseteq \mathcal{K}} \left\{ (-1)^{\ell} c_2(S) w^{1+c_1(S)} - w^{1-c_2(S)} \left( 1 - c_2(S) \right) \right\},$$

where $w$, $c_1$, and $c_2$ are given by

$$w = \exp \left( - \left( \frac{2R - 1}{SNR} \right) \right),$$

$$c_1(S) = \sum_{k \in S} d_{SD}^2,$$

$$c_2(S) = \sum_{k \in S} d_{SD}^2,$$

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(see [16] for the proof). It can be seen that $R$ and $SNR$ appear only through $w$, and hence the right-hand side of (11) can be treated as a function $p_{out}^{FSDF-direct}(w)$ of $w$. We prove in Appendix A that $p_{out}^{FSDF-direct}(w)$ is a continuous and strictly decreasing function of $w$, for $0 < w \leq 1$. Hence, for a fixed outage probability $\varepsilon$, we can determine a unique $w_\varepsilon^{FSDF-direct}$ such that $p_{out}^{FSDF-direct}(w_\varepsilon^{FSDF-direct}) \approx \varepsilon$, using any suitable numerical method. Then, the obtained $w_\varepsilon^{FSDF-direct}$ together with (12) gives the outage capacity

$$C_{\varepsilon}^{FSDF-direct} = \frac{1}{2} \log_2 \left( 1 + SNR \ln \left( \frac{1}{w_\varepsilon^{FSDF-direct}} \right) \right).$$

(15)

#### B. FSDF without Direct Link Combining

The outage probability for this scheme is given by (see Appendix B).\footnote{Another way to derive the outage probability is to follow an approach of [8], setting the power in both the backward hop and the forward hop to be 1. This approach gives the expression that is more complicated than (16) but they are equivalent after some manipulation.}

$$p_{out}^{FSDF-nodirect}(R, SNR) = \prod_{k=1}^{K} \left[ 1 - w^{d_{SD}^2 + d_{ED}^2} \right],$$

(16)

where $w$ was introduced in (12). Similar to the previous scheme, for a fixed outage probability $\varepsilon$, we can determine a unique $w_\varepsilon^{FSDF-nodirect}$ such that $p_{out}^{FSDF-nodirect}(w_\varepsilon^{FSDF-nodirect}) \approx \varepsilon$, and have the outage capacity

$$C_{\varepsilon}^{FSDF-nodirect} = \frac{1}{2} \log_2 \left( 1 + SNR \ln \left( \frac{1}{w_\varepsilon^{FSDF-nodirect}} \right) \right).$$

(17)

#### C. SSDF

The outage probability for the SSDF scheme is

$$p_{out}^{SSDF}(R, SNR) = 1 - v + \sum_{\ell=1}^{K} \sum_{S \subseteq \mathcal{K}} \left\{ (-1)^{\ell} w^{c_1(S) + c_2(S)} \left( v^{1-c_2(S)} - 1 \right) \right\},$$

(18)

and the outage capacity at an outage probability of $\varepsilon$ is

$$C_{\varepsilon}^{SSDF} = \log_2 \left( 1 + SNR \ln \left( \frac{1}{1 - \varepsilon} \right) \right).$$
where \( w, c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) were introduced in (12)-(14), and \( v \) is defined by

\[
v = \exp\left( -\left( \frac{2R - 1}{\text{SNR}} \right) \right)
\]  

(19)

(see [16] for the proof). Note that \( w \) can be expressed in terms of \( v \) and \( \text{SNR} \) as

\[
w = \exp\left( 2 \ln v - \left( \ln v \right)^2 \frac{\text{SNR}}{2} \right),
\]  

(20)

and hence the right-hand side of (18) can be treated as a function \( f_{\text{out}}^{\text{SSDF}}(v; \text{SNR}) \) of \( v \) and \( \text{SNR} \). For each \( \text{SNR} \), a similar proof to Appendix A shows that \( f_{\text{out}}^{\text{FSDF}}(v; \text{SNR}) \) is a continuous and strictly decreasing function of \( v \), for \( 0 < v < 1 \). Hence, for a fixed outage probability \( \varepsilon \) and a fixed \( \text{SNR} \), we can determine a unique \( v_{\varepsilon, \text{SNR}} \) such that \( f_{\text{out}}^{\text{SSDF}}(v_{\varepsilon, \text{SNR}}; \text{SNR}) = \varepsilon \). The obtained \( v_{\varepsilon, \text{SNR}} \) provides us with the outage capacity

\[
C_{\varepsilon}^{\text{SSDF}} = \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{\text{SNR}}{v_{\varepsilon, \text{SNR}}} \right).
\]  

(21)

\section*{D. Performance Comparison}

It can be verified that

\[
R_{\text{FSDF-nodirect}} \leq R_{\text{FSDF-direct}} \leq R_{\text{SSDF}}.
\]

Therefore, the outage capacities of the three relaying schemes satisfy

\[
C_{\varepsilon}^{\text{FSDF-nodirect}} \leq C_{\varepsilon}^{\text{FSDF-direct}} \leq C_{\varepsilon}^{\text{SSDF}}
\]

for any \( \varepsilon \) and \( \text{SNR} \). In the high \( \text{SNR} \) regime, we have

\[
\lim_{\text{SNR} \to \infty} \frac{C_{\varepsilon}^{\text{FSDF-direct}}}{C_{\varepsilon}^{\text{DC}}} = \frac{1}{2}
\]  

(22)

by l'Hôpital's rule. Thus, we expect direct communication to outperform FSD with direct link combining when \( \text{SNR} \) is above a certain threshold. The \( \text{SNR} \) threshold can be found by equating (10) and (15). In addition, we observe that

\[
\lim_{\text{SNR} \to \infty} \frac{C_{\varepsilon}^{\text{FSDF-nodirect}}}{C_{\varepsilon}^{\text{DC}}} = \frac{1}{2}.
\]  

(23)

Thus, the outage capacity of FSD without direct link combining converges to that of FSD with direct link combining scheme at high \( \text{SNR} \). Finally, we can verify that\(^5\)

\[
\lim_{\text{SNR} \to \infty} \frac{C_{\varepsilon}^{\text{SSF}}}{C_{\varepsilon}^{\text{DC}}} = 1,
\]  

(24)

which means that SSDS reverts to direct communication at high \( \text{SNR} \), regardless of the relay network topology. Equation (24) also implies that in the high \( \text{SNR} \) regime, a loss in the effective transmission rate from dividing the transmission time into two slots for relaying offsets the benefit of using the relay.

\(^5\)The limit can be obtained by observing that \( R_{\text{DCF}} \leq R_{\text{RSSD}} \leq \max_{k \in K} 2\lambda_{\text{HDC}, k} \), which implies that \( C_{\varepsilon}^{\text{DCF}} \leq C_{\varepsilon}^{\text{SSF}} \leq C_{\varepsilon} \), where \( C_{\varepsilon} = \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{\text{SNR}}{F^{-1}(\varepsilon)} \right) \) and \( F \) is the cumulative distribution function of random variable \( |h_{\text{SD}}|^2 \) and \( \max_{k \in K} |h_{\text{FR}, k}|^2 \). Dividing the inequalities by \( C_{\varepsilon}^{\text{DCF}} \) and taking the limits as \( \text{SNR} \) approaches infinity give the desired result.

\section*{V. Numerical Results}

For illustration purposes, we will evaluate the outage capacities of different schemes at a fixed outage probability of \( \varepsilon = 10^{-2} \). We consider two types of networks: (i) grid topologies with \( k^2 \) relay nodes for an integer \( k \), where each of the horizontal and vertical distances between adjacent relay nodes is \( 1/(\sqrt{k} + 1) \) units, and the source and destination nodes are located outside the grid, at the horizontal distance of \( 1/(\sqrt{k} + 1) \) units from the middle of the left side and the middle of the right side of the grid, respectively; (ii) random topologies, where the nodes are distributed uniformly within a unit square, and the source and the destination nodes are located at the middle of the left side and the middle of the right side of the square, respectively.

Fig. 3 shows the outage capacity for the 3×3 grid topology. When \( \text{SNR} \) becomes large, both FSD schemes, which always use a relay, are worse than direct communication. This is because both FSD schemes cannot switch to direct communication when the benefit of relaying diminishes. The \( \text{SNR} \) thresholds at which both FSD schemes become worse than direct communication are obtained by equating (10) to (15) and to (17), and are marked by two vertical lines in the figure.

In Fig. 2 we consider a random topology at a fixed \( \text{SNR} \) of 20 dB for \( k = 1, 4, 9 \). The outage capacity of the network is now a random variable, depending on the specific network topology, and the figure shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the outage capacity.\(^6\) The cross on each CDF gives the outage capacity (on the x-axis) of deterministic grid topology using the same scheme and number of relay nodes. From the figure, the performance differences among the schemes are reduced when the number of relays increases from 4 to 9. This indicates a saturation in the improvement of outage capacity as the number of relay nodes increases. We also observe that when \( k = 9 \), the crosses give the probabilities of approximately 1 on the y-axis, implying that almost none of random network realizations provide better outage capacities than the grid topology provides. Hence, for \( k = 9 \), the grid topology is a good topology to use in deploying the relays. On the other hand, when the number of relays is reduced to \( k = 4 \), about 35% of random network realizations provide better performance than the grid topology for all relaying schemes.

We now focus our discussion on the grid topology in Figs. 3 and 4, which show the effect of \( k \) on the performance of FSD with direct link combining and SSDF, respectively. In both figures, increasing the number of relays from 1×1 to 2×2 provides a larger gain than does the increment of \( k \) from 3×3 to 4×4. In Fig. 3 we see that the differences in outage capacities among curves are constant when \( \text{SNR} \) is large. This behavior can be explained by considering (15) for large \( \text{SNR} \):

\[
C_{\varepsilon}^{\text{FSDF-direct}} \approx \frac{1}{2} \log_2 \left( \text{SNR} \log_2 \left( \frac{1}{\text{SNR}} \right) \right) + \frac{1}{2} \log_2 (\text{SNR}),
\]  

(25)

\(^6\)Based on 10,000 network realizations.
where the first term results in a vertical offset of the capacity curve, and the second term makes the outage capacity a linear function of SNR, when expressed in decibels. In Fig. 4 we observe that the outage capacity of the SSDF scheme in the high SNR regime does not increase by adding more relay nodes. This can be attributed to the fact that SSDF converges to direct communication when the SNR increases. On the other hand, adding more relays increases the outage capacity in the medium SNR regime.

VI. CONCLUSION

We derived exact expressions for outage probabilities and outage capacities for several decode-and-forward cooperative diversity schemes with proactive relay selection. The derived expressions are simple, and applicable for arbitrary network topologies and SNR values. We found that FSDF with or without direct link combining improves the outage capacity compared to direct communication only when the SNR is below a certain threshold. This allows us to characterize the SNR regions for which relaying is beneficial. In the high SNR regime, the outage capacity of FSDF is approximately half of that provided by direct communication. We also found that the outage capacity of SSDF (which is the best relaying scheme under consideration, but requires every relay to know the channel between the source and destination) converges to that of direct communication in the high SNR regime.

APPENDIX A
CONTINUITY AND MONOTONICITY

Let $p_{FSDF-direct}(w)$ denote the right-hand side of (11), which is a polynomial in $w$, and hence a continuous function. Monotonicity of $p_{FSDF-direct}(\cdot)$ can be established after we prove the following proposition.

Proposition 1: Function $p : [0, \infty) \rightarrow [0, 1]$ below is strictly increasing:

$$p(x) \triangleq \mathbb{P}\left(\max_{k \in K}\{ |h_{B,k}|^2, |h_{F,k}|^2 + |h_{SD}|^2 \} \leq x \right).$$
Proof: Let \( x_1 < x_2 \) be given. Then,
\[
p(x_2) - p(x_1) = \mathbb{P} \left\{ x_1 < \max_{k \in K} \left\{ |h_{B,k}|^2, |h_{F,k}|^2 + |h_{SD}|^2 \right\} \leq x_2 \right\}
\geq \mathbb{P} \left\{ \prod_{k=1}^{K} \left\{ x_1 < |h_{B,k}|^2 \leq x_2, \frac{1}{2} x_1 < |h_{F,k}|^2 \leq \frac{1}{2} x_2 \right\} \cap \left\{ \frac{1}{2} x_1 < |h_{SD}|^2 \leq \frac{1}{2} x_2 \right\} \right\}
\]

(one event is a subset of the other)
\[
= \mathbb{P} \left\{ \frac{1}{2} x_1 < |h_{SD}|^2 \leq \frac{1}{2} x_2 \right\}
\geq \prod_{k=1}^{K} \mathbb{P} \left\{ x_1 < |h_{B,k}|^2 \leq x_2 \right\} \mathbb{P} \left\{ \frac{1}{2} x_1 < |h_{F,k}|^2 \leq \frac{1}{2} x_2 \right\}
> 0.
\]

From [16, Appendix A], it can be verified that
\[
\mathbb{P}_{\text{FSDF-direct}}(w) = p \left( \ln \left( \frac{1}{w} \right) \right), \quad 0 < w \leq 1,
\]
and hence \( \mathbb{P}_{\text{FSDF-direct}}(\cdot) \) is strictly decreasing on \((0, 1]\).

APPENDIX B

OUTAGE PROBABILITY OF FSDF WITHOUT DIRECT LINK COMBINING

We write
\[
\mathbb{P}_{\text{FSDF-nodirect}} = \prod_{k=1}^{K} \mathbb{P} \left\{ \min_{R_{B,k}, R_{F,k}} < R \right\}
\]

and
\[
= \prod_{k=1}^{K} \mathbb{P} \left\{ \min_{R_{B,k}, R_{F,k}} < R \right\} \quad \text{(independence)}
\]

Substituting
\[
\mathbb{P} \left\{ R_{B,k} < R \right\} = \mathbb{P} \left\{ |h_{B,k}|^2 < \frac{2^{2R} - 1}{\text{SNR}} \right\}
= 1 - \exp \left( -d_{sk}^2 \frac{2^{2R} - 1}{\text{SNR}} \right),
\]
and substituting
\[
\mathbb{P} \left\{ R_{F,k} < R \right\} = \mathbb{P} \left\{ |h_{F,k}|^2 < \frac{2^{2R} - 1}{\text{SNR}} \right\}
= 1 - \exp \left( -d_{kd}^2 \frac{2^{2R} - 1}{\text{SNR}} \right)
\]

into (28) give
\[
\mathbb{P}_{\text{FSDF-nodirect}} = \prod_{k=1}^{K} \left[ 1 - \exp \left( -d_{sk}^2 \frac{2^{2R} - 1}{\text{SNR}} \right) \right],
\]

which simplifies to (16).
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